The Business Collection
on Gale Virtual Reference Library

Benefits of
Gale Virtual
Reference Library:
• The Business Collection titles
are available to purchase in
perpetuity or as an annual
subscription
• Each package contains
a collection of our most
popular and relevant titles,
saving you both time and
effort, and ensuring that
your library has a thorough
coverage of the subject

The Business Collection from Gale brings together 28 different titles looking at the
different aspects of business, economics and finance. Subjects range from e-commerce
to manufacturing to marketing and management. These titles provide up-to-date
and comprehensive information, enabling your library to meet your patrons’ needs.
Furthermore the information is available anytime, anywhere.

Collection titles include:
Encyclopedia of Management

Company Profiles for Students

• Features 24/7 remote
access — from your library,
the classroom, home or
anywhere with an Internet
connection

Covers more than 300 topics
in management theories and
applications. Topics include aggregate
planning, benchmarking, logistics,
diversification strategy, non-traditional
work arrangements, performance
measurement, productivity measures,
and supply chain management

Covers approximately 280 of the
prominent companies most studied by
students. Entries include company logos,
illustrations and ticker symbols, current
market share, and new products.

• Allows for unlimited
simultaneous use

Gale, 1 volume
ISBN: 9781414438030

Gale Encyclopedia of E-Commerce

• Makes access easy — no
special reader or hardware is
required
•  Features full cross-search
ability with Gale’s periodical
databases and Resource
Centers

Contact us:
+44 (0)1264 332424
emea.enquiries@cengage.com

Encyclopedia of Global Industries
Chronicles the history, development
and current status of over 100 of the
world’s most lucrative and high-profile
industries. The Encyclopedia provides
comprehensive, international coverage
organized by industry, and a unique
blend of overview and outlook. The work
consists of approximately 125 detailed
profiles of major global industries such as
mining, pharmaceuticals, motor vehicles,
and many others.
Gale, 1 volume
ISBN: 9781414435022

Gale, 2 volumes
ISBN: 9780787692681

Provides access to the world of Internet
commerce and addresses the concerns of
those who want to join the ranks of the
Internet business community. The title
presents invaluable answers to common
questions on website development,
financing, advertising and more. The
Encyclopedia also profiles individuals
and organizations considered to be
the industry leaders and innovators
and covers significant events, case
studies and legal issues important to
understanding the current e-commerce
environment.
Gale, 2 volumes
ISBN: 9780787677039

Encyclopedia of Major Marketing
Campaigns
Explores major marketing and advertising
campaigns from 1999-2006. Entries profile
recent print, radio, television, billboard and
Internet campaigns. Each essay discusses
the historical context of the campaign, the
target market, the competition, marketing
strategy, and the outcome.
Gale, 1 volume
ISBN: 9781414406077

Encyclopedia of Business and Finance
Designed for the nonspecialist, the
Encyclopedia of Business and Finance is a
complete reference covering five general
areas: finance and banking; accounting;
marketing; management; and information
systems.
Macmillan Reference USA, 2 volumes
ISBN: 9780028660813

Encyclopedia of Small Business
Designed to provide entrepreneurs with
how-to information that they can apply
to their own business. The encyclopedia
contains detailed articles and overviews
of all the key information needs of small
business users, including financing;
financial planning; business plan creation;
market analysis; sales strategy; tax
planning and more.
Gale, 2 volumes
ISBN: 9781414410401
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Gale Encyclopedia of Everyday Law
Fills a much-needed gap between legal
texts focusing on the theory and history
behind the law and more practical guides
dealing with the law and its everyday
effect upon its citizens. The encyclopedia
includes: brief descriptions of each issue’s
historical background, covering important
statutes and cases; profiles of various
U.S. laws and regulations; details of how
laws and regulations vary from state to
state, and; comprehensive bibliographies,
including print and Web resources and lists
of relevant organizations.
Gale, 2 volumes
ISBN: 9781414413297

www.gale.cengage.co.uk

Encyclopedia of Emerging Industries
Custom-written articles provide rare
insight into the inception, emergence and
current status of new and established
industries and business segments that are
pioneering new technologies, introducing
break-through marketing strategies or
implementing innovative means of serving
new markets. The work consists of
detailed profiles on newer industries, such
as biometrics, risk management services,
satellites, specialty tourism, and others.
Gale, 1 volume
ISBN: 9781414435015

Everyday Finance: Economics,
Personal Money Management, &
Entrepreneurship
Provides a mix of basic and practical
information on economics, personal money
management, and starting a business.
The authors show how various financial
institutions and the stock market work;
shed light on social security; examine
basic business and accounting practices;
and demonstrate how to manage and
make money in everyday life.
Gale, 2 volumes
ISBN: 9781414429298

International Directory of Business
Biographies
Contains in-depth biographical narratives
on more than 600 figures, nearly half
profiling individuals outside the U.S. In
addition to examining the career paths,
business achievements, leadership
styles, business strategies and industry
impact of Fortune 500 and Global 500
corporate leaders, the International
Directory of Business Biographies also
covers entrepreneurs and other notable
businesspeople.
St. James Press, 4 volumes
ISBN: 9781558626010

For more information on any of these
titles or the others titles that form
the Business Collection, please
contact us on +44 (0)1264 332424 or
email emea.enquiries@cengage.com

